
 

 

Tea Market Report 
 

SALE NO. 1 – HELD ON APRIL  30, 2019. 
  
Offering:                                        Leaf:                                     Dust:    
(In pkgs)  33,408 ( 21,032) 5,719 ( 3,781)  
 94 (Season: 2018)     9 (Season: 2018)   
  

       (Last year in brackets) 
 
Quality: Fairly well made. There were however, a fair weight of Plainer types on offer. 
  
Demand: Strong demand for the well made good liquoring types. Others met with a selective demand. 
 
Buyers:  Blenders were selective whilst Loose Tea Traders lent strong support. 
  
LEAF-CTC:   
 

Brokens: Well made good liquoring types met with a strong demand and sold at rates generally between 
Tk 260/295 per kg. Mediums met with a fair demand at rates between Tk 240/255. Plainer types met with 
a poor demand and mostly remained unsold. Occasional lines where sold, fetched between Tk. 180/205. 
  
Fannings: Here again, well made bright liquoring types met with a strong demand and sold at levels 
between Tk 260/290 following quality. Mediums met with only a fair demand and sold between Tk 
245/255. Plainer types were mostly neglected and only a limited weight sold between Tk 185/205. 
 

Q    U    O    T    A    T    I    O    N    S
                                                     CTC   BROKENS          CTC   FANNINGS 
                                                 (In Taka)    (In US $)      (In Taka)     (In US $) 

Best 280 – 295 3.36 - 3.54 280 – 290 3.36 - 3.48  
Good  260 – 275 3.12 - 3.30 260 – 275 3.12 - 3.30 
Medium 240 – 255 2.88 - 3.06 245 – 255 2.94 - 3.06 
Plain 180 – 205 2.16 - 2.46 185 – 205 2.22 - 2.46 

                                       US $ 1= TK. 83.45 
The above quotations represent the median range within which the teas have sold 
and do not indicate the highest and lowest prices.              

 
TOP PRICE realised (relating to our catalogue only.)     
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  CTC 
  Dust 
  Clonal 

Mirzapore Tk. 290 Tk. 283    
B.T.R.I.   *Tk. 435   
Ootterbhag & Indanugger    Tk. 281  
Champarai     Tk. 296 

 

*Top price in the Sale. 
 
Dust: Well made good liquoring RD and Dusts met with a good demand and generally sold at between 
Tk 240/250. Select few lines fetch a little more. Cleaner CDs were a strong feature and mostly sold at 
between Tk 300/320 per kg. 

Comment: Offering was the largest so far in any inaugural sale. Market opened hesitantly at lower levels 
but demand strengthened as sale progressed. Well made good liquoring descriptions were much sought 
after by all sections of the market and sold well at dearer levels. Rest met with selective demand at easier 
rates and suffered heavy withdrawals.  


